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2ATOMIC POWER PLANTS ON ALLUVIAL SITE
Dynamic soil – structure interaction
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Finite Element Model  - Analysis
Linear  static / nonlinear drained/ nonlinear un-drained solution
Seepage analysis
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SOIL- PORE FLUID INTERACTION 
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Coupled Analysis
MODELLING ISSUES
 Constitutive model of soil - nonlinear










SPECIFYING THE INPUT MOTION
TREATMENT OF FINITE BOUNDARIES
sk s             s cs   
nac  max  s cs   
tansk                    s cs  
sk = 0                           s cs  or n 0  
TREATMENT OF INTERFACE 








nac  max    
nac  max
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Deflected shape at the time of maximum horizontal separation at sides
Deflected shape at the time of maximum vertical separation at heel
DSSI - WITH SLIP AND SEPARATION
3D Seismic (FEM) Analysis 
of  
Tehri Rock-fill Dam
3D Finite Element Model of Tehri Rock-fill Dam
Lithological Discontinuities Included -3DEC 
Dam
DAM & FOUNDATION DISCONTINUITIES
( Koteshwar Dam )
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